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It is amazing, isn't it.  As the programers say, garbage in, garbage out.  The FOX faithful are being fed a steady diet of 
disinformation, misinformation, and out right propaganda, by disingenuous profiteers and born again true believers. 
Conservatives have been taught to trust only other conservative outlets, so the consensus becomes increasingly insulated 
from comprehensive debate and reliable information.  FOX new is run by political operatives to spin the Republican 
message. It has basked in the confluence of profit and power, thanks to its cult like following. Influence peddling is big 
business.

Breitbart's cronies and Hannity are a breed of partisan spin warriors who twist the truth for a living and call it crusading for 
justice.   FOX is not fair nor balanced.  When they identify a dead "radical" professor, and tie him to Obama with an old 
Harvard protest video, they reinforce a narrative, with racially tinged concrete thinking  patterns that conflates the 
unconventional and un-submissive black man, with danger and threat.     Fear of those not like "us" are baked into our 
genes, and are easy to manipulate.  The particulars of Obana's threat  don't hold up to examination, but were never really 
meant to.  The conversation will move on to a new outrage before the con can be refuted. All that is left is a trail of 
conservative memes debunked on numerous fact check  web sites that few bother to consult. This 'outrage of the week' 
pattern is a steady stream of propaganda targeted to unleash that denial of continued service attack on the Democrats,  
November 6.  

Dale

On Mar 10, 2012, at 1:31 PM, ………..wrote:
I find it amazing that all the stuff I send you has no truth

On Mar 10, 2012, at 12:18 PM, Dale         wrote:

No one had a responsibility to give Obama's opposition ammunition from his college days.  It is not a conspiracy it is 
common sense.  The comment about keeping it under wraps in 08 was meant to be an amusing aside.  To interpret it as a 
bombshell revelation is ridiculous. After the ruckus about his paster's so called radical views, Hannity wants a new face to 
the same scare.  The  extremism label is based on his stated belief the civil rights movement was sold out.  There is good 
reason to agree.  It doesn't make him a scary person unless you know you know he is right.To use his fiction story plot line 
as proof of his bitter view of white people, is really quite titillating, but not news.
This guilt by association line of reasoning was crooked when McCarthy did it, and it is crooked today.  
Hannity is not a douche-bag because he had Breitbart's crew on his show, he is a  douche-bag because he is unrelentingly 
intellectually dishonest and hyper partisan.
 I want you to open your heart and mind to the possibility that your base instincts are being manipulated.

Dale

On Mar 8, 2012, at 5:51 PM, ……… wrote:

Begin forwarded message:
>
Subject: Go to this link and watch the video, 

Hannity was the one to break this video with Breitbartʼs crew. They go through who Bell really is and talks about why this all 
matters. Here is the whole video: http://www.thedailycandidate.com/video/2012/mar/unedited_obama_college.html

http://www.thedailycandidate.com/video/2012/mar/unedited_obama_college.html

